Across
3. Arrhythmias/palpitations are common
4. Vasopressors induce
6. Generic for (Intropin)
12. Causes relaxation of bronchial smooth muscle
13. Patients may experience this side effect
15. They mimic the (______) system
17. Generic name for Levophed
19. Is used in early goal-directed therapy if there is evidence that tissue hypoperfusion and myocardial dysfunction is related to sepsis.

Down
1. With these meds heart contractility will
2. Side effects of these drugs related to sympathetic stimulation (____&____)
5. Monitor this in relation to kidney perfusion
7. These meds will cause the heart rate to
8. A manifestation of shock is
9. They increase
10. Patient may report this side effect after taking these meds
11. Used to treat
14. Used in the treatment of (answer is abbreviated)
16. Given through IV these drugs can cause infiltration and (________) of the surrounding tissue
18. These meds cause the blood pressure to
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